THE TRUE KOMIX PRESENTS: Nº 325A
OH OF ART!

ILLUSTRATED BY EMAN ARTIST AND PHILIPPE LA PLUME

REVOLUTIONARY WOMEN
It is a known fact that we remember about 80% of what we see, but only about 40% of what we hear, and God only knows how little we remember of what we read!

Most of us still carry in our memories those vivid illustrations of various famous fairy tale books viewed as a child which first brought those thrilling stories to life for us on mother's or father's knee, or even flat on the floor before we could ever read the text!

Nicodemus, you must be born again!

Many of our original conceptions of the Bible stories still live vividly in our memories as portrayed by the old illustrated Bibles with the artist's classics. Like the old miracle plays of the middle ages performed by travelling troupes, they portrayed for the first time the stories of God's Word to the ignorant and illiterate, which might otherwise have been forgotten.

Reading is fast becoming a lost art! So I'm convinced your priceless illustrations are going to be used as much as my words to tell the story and no doubt interest more people to obtain our literature and to read the text to find out what those pictures are all about!
God is giving you artists the marvellous opportunity to fully manifest your God-given talents as never before! May God give you such supernatural inspiration, power, strength and miraculous vision to take such Spirit trips as you have never had before to see what God has already shown me!

Nearly every idea, revelation, message or letter that the Lord has given me has first come in pictures! I’m sure your pictures have many times been a great help in attracting young people to take the literature and to help them visualise the message so that they were inspired to follow it.

God(649,132),(930,456)’s whole Creation is a work of art and continually portrays His message to all of us! “For the invisible things of Him from the creation of the World are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even His eternal power and Godhead, so that they are without excuse.” (Rom. 1:20)

Hi! You probably don’t know me but I saw one of your pictures and I started serving Jesus!
May He guide your pen like spirit-writing possessed of the Spirit of God to catch the vision of what He is trying to show the world and put it on paper for them all to see in a way they will clearly understand and arouse such compelling interest as to never forget!

We'll have pictures of everything the people need to know or ever wanted to see, about everything from God...

...to the birth of a baby!

It's so beautiful!

Jesus, please come into my heart and forgive me my sins!

That's one of the most vivid illustrations of all spiritual truths: The birth of a human spirit by the power of the Spirit of God through the seed sown through the illustrated words in their hearts and portrayed before their very eyes through your incomparable art, the wonder-working work of your fingers to delight the heart of man and give him the joy of Salvation!
I am thrilled with your art, from the simplest funniest little cartoon to the most lavish and beautiful scenic wonders!

Don't ever get discouraged that it's not perfect, for neither are you and I, although we too are supposed to be illustrations of His love! We just do the best we can by His help, and that's all that He asks and that's all anyone should expect. So keep them rolling no matter how imperfect they may be. At least they'll get the point if you'll try to portray it as best as you can with God's help, which is the same way we all try to live it!

Will you do your best to try to live up to our expectations and please God...

That's not really Jesus!
That's only some artist's conception of Him!

Well, that's funny, it sure does look like Jesus!

...with a job well and faithfully done so that you may enter into the joy of your Lord forever in His eternal Kingdom with the multitudinous souls you have helped win with your art? May God help you to do so is my prayer! Hail, artists, full of grace!—The Lord is with thee, and blessed is the fruit of thy pen, the Truth, Christ Jesus!